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1. Introduction

Erosion of mountai nous landscapes occurs by valley

incision and hill slope mass wastin g (Burbank et al,

1996), usually. A common first-order control on rates

and patterns of mass wasting is the heavy rains and

earthquakes can preferentially affect different parts of

a mountainous landscape (Iverson and Reid, 1992:

Bouchon and Baker, 1996). Bedrock slides are volumet

rically impor tant and difficult to extrapolate historical

studies over time scales relevant to landscape evolu

tion in the mountainous region. Because of their het

erogeneity and complex nature, subduction complex

rocks are difficult geotechnical materials with which to

deal in analyzing slope stability (Lee, et aI., 1996).

Most of the rock falls and landslides found in the

subduction complexes of the Shimanto terrains are re

lated with the geological structure and distribution of

fractured slump blocks. This interpretation is based on

the field observation to distinguish between the defor

mation of bedrocks and structural atti tude of the un

derlying rock bodies. Bedrock slides are interpreted as

retrogressive failures from the toe of hill slope, overly

ing on the clay layers of shear zones, and trigger act

primarily on the saturated hill slope related with the

significant changes of underground seepage force in

the underlying fractured sedimentary sequences. This

paper describes the distinctive nature of bedrock and

spring seepage condition in saturated hill slopes cause

significant failures on the slope of mountainous areas

and, then extend possible approach to landscapes in

which the dominant triggering mechanism is unknown.

2. Regional Geology

The mountainous region III southwest Kyushu IS
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made up mainly of the Mesozoic and Cenozoic rocks of

the Shimanto Belt and shows a parallel distribution of

fault-bounded accretionary complexes with a general

trend of ENE-WSW direction .

The Shimanto Belt of Kyushu can be divided geotec

tonically into the Northern and Southern Belts by the

Nobeoka Thrust. which is dipping gently towards the

north. In South Kyushu, the Morotsuka Group (Creta

ceous) thrust on the Hyuga Group(Eocene to Early Oli

gocene) bounded by the Nobeoka thrust. but its distri-
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Fig. 1 Tectonic divisions of the Southern Kyushu (after
Makoto Saito et al., 1995)
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bution is restricted to a few areas such as northern

part of the Kyushu (Fig.l),

Morotsuka Group is an accretionary complex of

early Late Cretaceous (Sakai and Okada, 1997), and oc

curs in the study area near Mizukami village. SE Ku

mamoto Prefecture. Morotsuka Group consists mainly

of massive to thick-bedded sandstone with interbedded

sandstone and siltstone, and is accompanied by slaty

shale sequences along with disrupted sandstone blocks

in the lower part.

3. Landslide occurred in the Northern part of

Shimanto Belt

3. 1 Locality and Geology

The study area is located at the Umenoki-Tsuru for

est road, northern part of Mizukami Village, Kuma re

gion, SE Kumamoto Prefecture, and situated at the

down slope side of roadway embankment (Fig. 2 and

Photo 1). The slopes are generally high and steep (9S0

1000m), and the rocks of the region are highly frac

tured. Massive to bedded sandstone bodies are ex

posed on the middle part of slide area (Block-B), and

underlying slaty shale units are occurred at the toe of
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Fig. 2 Map showing failure blocks and stability condi
tions of Umenoki-Tsuru Forest Road landslide
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Photo 1 Side view of landslide area. Looking to NE di
rection
Width of Landslide Zone = 70m, Length of Landslide
Zone= 150m
Middle part of hill slope indicating delineation of gul
lies by debris flows.

landslide(Block-A) zone (Figs. 3 - S). General trend of

the bedding strike and dip are around N30" E/40°

NW to S2S0 EISa" SW. The avalanched embankment

was situated on the Quaternary clayey soil units and

groundwater springs flowing from the head of scarp

were also occurred at the slip surface (Block-C).

3. 2 Evidences

At the head of the landslide zone (Block-C), slip sur

face developed on the clayey soil layers and the thick

embankment fill was collapsed to down-slope of the

hillside (Photo 2). The main scarp, about Sm-IOm high,

was clearly formed at the top of the slope and many

seepage zones are occurred on the slip surface. This

slip surface is thought to be the boundary of collapsing

embankment fills and underlying clayey soil materials.

Shear cracks are also found on the slip surface and

western part of slide-wall (Photo 2).

There are many localities of groundwater seepage

along the boundary between slide masses (sandstone

bodies; width: l.Om to2.Sm, and length: 2m to Sm) and

minor failures at the boundary of sandstone blocks and

underlying slaty shale beds (Photo 3). Clay layers with

high water content are investigated under the slump

sandstone blocks and ground water lubrication for the

slides was occurred along the boundary between im

permeable slaty shale and permeable sandstone (Pho

tos 4 - 6). Concentrations of large sandstone gravels,

and driftwood with tilted pine trees were found in the

central part of downstream area suggest the high mo

bility of the landslide mass. Degradations of the verti

cal head scarp with groundwater springs leading to
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